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Original formulation of spatially variant anodization for complex synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery

concentrated on integer-oversampled data. The cursory treatment of employing noninteger-oversampled data

presented in the original paper suggested use of different weighings in the algorithm. An alternative

noninteger-oversampled approach that employs the same anodization concept but uses local spatial

interpolation is presented. With this approach, the combined image formation, anodization, and detection of

1.3x versus 2.OXoversampled data can be performed in half the time without loss of image quality.

Bright point targets in synthetic aperture radar (SA.R) imagery reveal the complex impulse response (IPR) of the

system. For a uniform weighting function, the IPR is a sin/ function, commonly known as a sine function.

For strong point targets, the –13dB sidelobes of the sine can easily interfme with or obscure nearby weaker targets.

Traditionally, Harming or Taylor weighting functions are applied to the SAR phase history data prior to image

compression (Fourier transformation) in order to suppress the sidelobes, at the expense of widening the IPR’s

rnainlobe. Recently, a nonlinear, spatially variant anodization approach known as SVA was devisedl that achieves

sidelobe suppression without rnainlobe broadening. Reference 1 presents results that use as input SAR image data

oversarnpled at twice the Nyquist rate (2.OX). Here we report a spatially interpolating, noninteger-oversampled SVA

algorithm. With the new method, use of noninteger-oversampled SAR data halves computing times for image
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formation, anodization, and detection when compared with using 2.OXoversampled data as input, with comparable

final image quality.

In reference 1, the development of the SVA algorithm begins with unweighed (sine IPR) SAR image data

oversampled at an integer Nyquist rate. Any given complex image pixel could reside inside either an IPR mainlobe or

sidelobe. The pixel’s apparent IPR location is assessed by comparing its value to the sum of its value plus weighted

neighbor values, or

g’(m, n) = g(m, n) + w~w~P+ w~Q~ + w~Q~

where

g(m, n) is the present pixel value,

(1)

m and n are the data array pixel indices,

P=g(m–l, n–l)+g(nz+ l,n+l)+g(m -l, n+l)+g(m+l, n-1),

Q. =g(m-l,n)+g(m+ln),

Q. = g(m,n - 1)+ g(m, n + 1), and

Os{wm, wn1-2,
<~

for a Nyquist sampled data array. For 2.OXoversampled data, P, Q., and Qnsummations are two-pixels removed

from g(nz, n), i.e., Q~ =g(m–2, n)+g(m+2, n).

The nonlinear SVA logic proceeds as follows. Compute g’(nz,n) for {w., W.} = (0,1/2), (1/2, O), and (1/2, 1/2).

If g’(m, n) x g(m, n) <0, set g’(m, n) = O. Otherwise, for the four values of {w~, w. }, including (0,0), select the

g’(m, n) that has the minimum magnitude. Treatmtmt of the in-phase (real) and quadrature (imaginary) components

separately via a simultaneous and uncoupled two-dimensional approach produced computational efficiency with good

sidelobe suppression.

Oversampling of the complex data facilitates certain image processing procedures as well as subjectively making

the imagery more pleasing.2 Traditionally, oversimple rates are 10 to 50-percent, creating guardbands in Fourier

space and moderately increasing the data array size. For noninteger oversampling rates that are 20-percent greater or
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less than integer oversampling, reference suggests that increasing SVA weights w. and w. horn 0.5 to 0.6 will

produce good results. It is sikmt about other possible oversampling rates. Our 1.3-times (1.3x) oversampled SAR

data produced inferior results when the above weight changes were employed. By contrast, we found W. and WEcould

remain 0.5, as in the original SVA algorithq if the neighboring summations, P, Q., and Q., were performed at a

Nyquist sample fi-om g(zv, n), for any oversampling ratio. In the integer-oversampling case, the summations are pixel

values on the grid as presented in reference 1. In the noninteger-oversampling case, the desired values are not on the

grid and must be estimated. Interpolation provides the required estimates. In general, the interpolated coordinates are

in’ = m Aosin and n’ = n f osn, where osm and osn are the oversimple ratios in the m- and n-directions. For

example, Qw = g(m – osm, n) + g(m -t-osrn,n). The outcome for the integer- and noninteger-sampling cases are

comparable for exact interpolation. However, exact interpolation implies an ideal sine interpolator3 and large

summation lengths, which are computationally expensive. A truncated or windowed sine interpolator increases

computational efficiency, allowing a tradeoff between filter length and interpolation accuracy. A thorough treatment

of truncated and windowed sine interpolators is found elsewhere.2

Our noninteger-oversampled SVA approach calculates P, Q., and Q., using local spatial interpolation on a point-

by-point basis and the integer-oversampled weights and logic. However, applying a common length interpolator for all

components may not be necessary. Note that P is the summation of IPR diagonal values. The value of a sine IPR on

the diagonals is a sine-squared; values much less than cardinal direction (m, n) values. This implies that cardinal

direction interpolation requires higher precision than diagonal interpolation. Consequently, we employed a smaller

window interpolator for the two-dimensional interpolation estimating P. In practice, we found an 8-point sine

interpolator for Q~ and Q. with a 4-point sine interpolator for P gave indistinguishable SVA results compared to an 8-

point sine interpolator for all. The smaller two-dimensional interpolator length increased computational efficiency.

Comparing different interpolators, we found that the truncated sine interpolator produced better SVA results compared

to the same length Lagrange polynomial interpolator.3

The spatially interpolated, noninteger-oversampled approach was tested on 1.3x oversampled data. The results

were compared to 2.OXoversampled versions of the same data. Three diffaent sizes of data were tested. Polar-

formatted spotlight image formation, and anodization were performed on a Sun Microsystems 296 MHz Spare Ultra 2

computer with 1 Gigabyte of RAM. Phase gradient autofocus2 (PGA) was applied to all data sets. The 2.OX



oversampled imagery was downsampled to 1.3x as the final step by trimming the Fourier space of each detected data

set. The spatially interpolated SVA used an 8-point/4-point sine interpolator described above. Table 1 shows the

resultant central processing unit (CPU) times.

Table 1 results show a two-times speed-up using the 1.3x oversampled and spatially interpolated SVA over the

2.OX oversampled approach. Although the interpolating SVA in itself is slower, the image formation and

downsampling times for the larger 2.OXoversampled data sets prove a larger computational burden, even for data sets

as small as 2048 x 2048. Without the 2.Ox-to-1.3x downsampling step, the 2.OXoversampled approach remains

computationally slower by over 25-percent in all cases.

Figure 1 shows 0.5-m resolution, ~-band (15.0 GHz) SAR imagery of buildings in Washington, D.C, a portion of

Table 1‘s Image 3. Figure la is the unweighed SAR imagery. Figure lb is the -40 dB Taylor windowed SAR

imagery. Figure 1c is the 2.OXoversampled SVA result. Figure 1d is the 1.3x oversampled SVA result using our new

approach. The two SVA results are indistinguishable. Our approach also produced good results for 1.2-times

oversampled SAR data.
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Table 1. Computational comparison between 2.OXand 1.3x polar-formatted spotlight-mode image

formation, spatially variant anodization, detection, and final 1.3x downsample times.

Image 1 Image 3

Oversimple Ratio 2.OX 1.3X 2.OX 1.3x 2.OX 1.3X
Range dimension 17000 11050 10800 7020 2813 1828
Azimuth dimension 25000 16250 5775 3753 2813 1828
Range FFT (s) 531 346 103 48 8 5
PGA (S) 1 98 44 1 13 5 11 4
Azimuth FFT (S) 784 340 75 43 11 4
SVA (S) 1198 1407 138 150 , 15 23
Detection (s) 181 79 27 12 6 2
Downsample (s) 2001 0 269 0 28 0
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Figure Captions

Figure la. Unweighed detect synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery of Washingto~ D.C.

buildings.

Figure lb. Detected results of 40 dB Taylor windowed SAR imagery

Figure 1c. Detected results of 2.Ox oversampled spatially variant anodization process.

Figure ld. Detected results of 1.3x oversampled sine interpolated spatially variant

anodization process.
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